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1: Semantic integration –
use all available data  is easier said than done!

Demo Step 1: Semantic integration of multiple resources

2: Pattern qualification –
experiments done, statistics done, now what?

Demo Step 2: Hypothesis capture, visual SPARQL

3: Applied Semantic Knowledgebase (ASK) –
push a button, get  matching patients

Demo Step 3: Web-based decision support for clinicians

Outline

• Patient-centric medicine –
3 best practices customer examples

• Workflow & challenges –
how did we get there?
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• Take home message –
where we are, and where we want to be



Results first.

Patient-Centric Medicine 

Customer Use Cases



Case 1: Prostate Cancer 
Assess treatment effectiveness of combination therapies

Result:

Effective tumor combination treatment with lowest 

dosage and best prognosis



Case 2: Transplant Rejection

Confidence 
“Hit-to-Fit”

Decision support for patients at risk for heart or kidney failure

Result:

Avoid expensive invasive biopsies and unnecessary immuno-

suppression therapy; save lives in acute rejection cases



Case 3: High Risk Plaque
Inflammatory response as pre-cursor of plaque rupture

Result:

Confirmation that erosion of thrombosed coronary plaques is initiated by 

an inflammatory process helps better responding to atheriosclerosis



Nice.

How did we get there?



Methodology

1
Integrate into Semantic 
Framework

• Integrate results from multiple 
modalities and resources into a 
semantic framework

• Merge ontologies, harmonize 
synonyms, apply transformations

• Visualize, investigate and 
analyze data relationships

2
Qualify Biological Validity
Explore & Refine Pattern

• Qualify  viability of experimental  
correlation networks with 
mechanistic public knowledge to  
ensure their functional biology

• Save the resulting sub-network as 
semantic query (SPARQL)

• Each semantic query  (SPARQL 
profile) represents a signature of a 
biological process

• Set criteria for ranges and weights 
on biomarkers

3
Apply Knowledge (ASK) 
Support Decisions

• Represent profile as  array of 
semantic queries

• Validate each iteratively with 
additional test cases

• Apply ASK arrays 
to unknowns for screening

• Use scoring of the match (“hits-
to-fit”) for informed  decision-
making

• Provide web-based real-time 
actionable patient care 



2007

Think Connected:

Linked Open Data Cloud

200820092010

Growing, and ever growing resources…



1:

Integrate into 

Semantic Framework

 Live Demo
(multiple resources, mapping and merging)



What we did in 1:

• Import and map gene expression 
data from transplant patients to a 
dynamic applications ontology

• Apply thesauri for harmonization or 
use published ontologies via web 
services as needed

• Merge experimental results with 
public pathway database (KEGG)



2:

Qualify Biological Validity

Explore & Refine Pattern

 Live Demo
(hypothesis capture, visual SPARQL)



What we did in 2:

• Explore the integrated network visually

• Select potential markers, and check for 
their biological relevancy (pathway 
involvement in the disease)

• Create a pattern via visual SPARQL 
query off the graph

• Run against known test data, refine it, 
then save it



… getting this to clinicians?

Not exactly like this.





Publishing the refined pattern
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3: 

Clinical Application 

of Knowledge

 Fly-Through Demo
(ASK arrays as decision support)
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Select an 
Array, 
then 
click 

“Search”



Click on a 
profile 

for 
matching 
patients



Review the 
patient’s 

biomarkers 
and scoring



Take Home Message

We just saw …

 How to build a semantically integrated network from multiple 

internal and public sources and merge ontologies – quick and easy

 How to use visual SPARQL queries to create hypothesis and refine 

models – directly off the network

 How this knowledge can be applied as decision support in patient-

centric healthcare – just push a button in your web browser

Final thoughts

• The age of personalized medicine decisions based on 

all available knowledge just started

• Work at NCBO is helping and accelerating adoption



Thank you!

Questions?

Email: egombocz@io-informatics.com

Website: www.io-informatics.com
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